Soikkola Ingrian ternary foot: gemination and recursion
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Finnic languages with innovative complex prosody (Estonian, Livonian) manifest an extreme relevance of the foot [1-3], unlike more archaic prosodic systems (Finnish) [4-5]. Soikkola Ingrian, a nearly vanished Finnic variety of Russia, is close to the former group. It contains a contrast of long and short vowels (V — V::) and a ternary quantity contrast of consonants (C — C — C::, see Fig. 1). There are studies on Soikkola disyllabic feet [6-9], but not on the trisyllabic ones. This study is based on author’s field research on Soikkola Ingrian (2006-2018), including an ongoing phonetic experiment on 22 trisyllabic structures (3853 tokens).

The ternary quantity contrast emerged in Soikkola Ingrian through the so-called process of secondary gemination [10-14]. Like many other Finnic varieties, Ingrian has two historical types of geminates: primary geminates (emerged in Proto-Finnic), and secondary geminates (developed out of singleton consonants after a split of Proto-Finnic into separate varieties). In some Finnic languages (Standard Finnish, Estonian) secondary geminates are absent, in other they merged with primary geminates (Western Votic), in the third (Soikkola Ingrian) formed separate phonemes: short geminates, as opposed to long (primary) geminates. The Ingrian language represents a Finnic variety with the most richly developed secondary gemination.

Prosodic conditions on Soikkola Ingrian secondary gemination are as follows:

(1) types of consonants: in di- and trisyllabic foot after a light (C)V syllable, any consonants can geminate; after a heavy syllable (any other syllable type), only stops (p, t, k) and s;

(2) number of syllables in the foot:

(i) monosyllabic foot: consonantal length contrasts are neutralised, no gemination;

(ii) di- and trisyllabic foot: after a light or heavy syllable, before a long vowel or diphthong, e.g.


\*maka.m:a > mak:a.m(m)a ‘sleep:1PL’, *kerki.m:i : kerki.m:i ‘be_in_time:1PL’;

(iii) trisyllabic foot ONLY: after a light or heavy syllable, before two light syllables -CVCV(C):


Gemination is a productive process, cf. late Russian loans: saraj > sar’aja ‘woodshed’.

The gemination type (iii) does not have any parallels in other Finnic languages and was presumably the latest development of this phenomenon. Here, gemination is no more linked to the length of the following vowel, but depends on the general prosodic profile of the foot (the number and structure of syllables). This type also shows that the trisyllabic foot is a prosodic type in its own right, different from both the disyllabic foot and the combination of a disyllabic and a monosyllabic foot. No gemination is attested in both latter types before the second syllable with a short vowel: *kurki > kurki [’kurgi] ‘crane’ (a disyllabic foot), *murkinä > murkinä [’murgi, na] ‘breakfast:PART’ (a disyllabic foot plus a monosyllabic foot).

It was proposed in [15] that most examples of ternary rhythm in [16] could be treated as non-ternary. While the ternary foot as an independent prosodic type in Soikkola Ingrian could hardly be put under doubt, it is still unclear whether recursion is a helpful concept to formalise it (and any ternary foot at all). The main issue is that the so-called “minimal foot” and the “maximal foot” are constituents of a different functional role. The “maximal foot” is the domain of the metrical stress, it can contain from 1 to 3 syllables. The “minimal foot” is the most prosodically active part of the foot which contains main quantity contrasts and alternations and is affected the most by various phonetic tendencies (foot isochrony, reduction, lengthening), as our experimental study has shown. This part could rather be compared to the syllable nucleus, and is called in our study “foot nucleus” (a sequence from the first syllable
vowel throughout the second syllable vowel; full disyllabic in the binary and ternary foot and truncated in the monosyllabic one). Apart for the “nucleus”, the foot can contain “onset” (a prosodically inert 1st consonant) and “coda”, the third syllable which influences prosodic processes in the nucleus. If an internal structure of the syllable is represented in formal phonological descriptions through immediate constituents like onset, nucleus and coda, it is unclear why the same analysis cannot be applied to the foot, instead of positing foot recursion.


Figure 1. Ternary contrast of consonants (stops) in Soikkola Ingrian trisyllabic feet.

Mean duration of consonants (in ms) is reported in each box, and the number of tokens is given under it. Types of consonantal length (“C2 length”): “prim” stays for primary (long) geminates, “second” for secondary (short) geminates, “sing” for singletons.

Examples of foot triplets with a ternary quantity contrast: